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TWO-D IMEITS1ONAL POTENTIAL FLOW PAST A SMOOTH WALL
W1,TH PARTLY CONSTANT CURVA?URE*
By Werner v. Koppenfels
SUWARY ,.
The speed of a two-dimensional potential flow past
a smooth wall, which evinces a finite curvature jump at
a certain point and approximates to two arcs in the sur—
rounding area, has a vertical tangent of inflection in
the critical point as a function of the arc length of the
boundary curve. Close to this point the speed is a i’unc-
tion of the arc length a in the form
where g (g) is an exaansion in powers starting with the
linear term, which defines the further variation of the
speed in the individual case. The method discloses that
in the vicinity of the curvature jump tb.e assumptions for
Pohlhausenls boundary layer equation into which the first
two speed derivatives enter, are no longer given. In
consequence of the pronounced pressure change at the crit-
ical point a breakdown of the boundary layer is anticipated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Local Character of the Conformal Function at
The Critical Point
1. General Theorem
Within the framework of the analysis no restriction
as to generality” is implied by “the choice of an arc (with
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nondisappearing cur~ature) which. tangentially terminates
in a straight line (fig. l,) as contour of the surface
along which the flow is’“bein& studied.
%e’ Establish the character of the conformal function
z= f(z)’ z = x’ + iy, Z = X + iY (1)
which permits the piece of the x axis on either side of
the zero point to correspond to the described contour in
the Z place. It is found particularly that z = O
changes to Z = O and the straight piece of the contour
falls in the axis of real positive Z, which is expressed
in the requirements:
f(o) = o
}
(.2)
f(x)”= x x> o, x> o
In consideration of the smooth transition. of the’ ‘two”
.,..
boundary pieces in the c~~;~~~l point, the conformity
nust no~ ~e disturbed, that is, the first derivation of
f(z) must exist at z = O (which is followed, as is
known , by the equivalence cf the two boundary val-aes
f!(x) from right and left at x= o). Posting
.,
~i~l f!(z)=l (3)
z --—=>o
we conclude that f(z) in the iinmediate vicinity of
z = O must act as Z. Then the confornal function (1)
reads
1f(z) = ––—-
~+ g(z)
&
(Ll)
Z.na it is necessary to inr:uire after the conditions
which the function g(z) ~~ust fulfill in order that the
transformation has the required characteristics. ‘I’he
subsequent investigation uncovers the inner reason the
formula reads 1 ;+ g(z) rather than Z = z + g*(z)
z=
as might %e suspected at first. Formulating
ff(z) = 1 L z2gf(z) (5)
cl + zg(z)]2,
_.. _..——..—--..-, . . .-
rwe fo.und $ha,t $he,-:eo,nf,ornal.functi OR.has the required
characteristics if
,,
,. g(z) has real. value f or.
}
2;>, 0””.
r,-
lg(z) has complex value for 2<”0
(A)
... .. . . ,,, . . , “. “.
,,
lirn Zg”(z)=o
.: ..... ..... .:,~.-:-+Cl 1.
.... ...;
,. ,,...:...
[
.,, ,..,
-:(B)
lim
_> o’z~”gt(z) ‘=’0 “’! ~ ,,.,,
z
.
. .. .
..
The conditions (A) express that the reflection of the
axis of the real z is composed of the semis.xis of the
positive real Z and a curved arc , the conditions (B)
insure the smooth merging, of .t~e arc.
Take the simple example of
g(’) . __&
Jz
(6)
and analyze the transformation afforded by
f(z) = 1 ‘=’ (7)
1
— - —.—
‘,...}; 1
:&
,.
The conformity is disturbed at z = = andz=4 (doub-
ling of angles) (fig. 2).. The axis of negative real ,Z
is transformed in the curve .X3 + ,XY2 + Y2 = o, which, ~in
the zero point merges “smoothly but” with. infinitely great
curvature” into the axis, .of the positive rea~l Z.
.’
2. The Case of Finite Curvature Jump
In the sense of’tihe initially posted question the
case of a finite curvature jump is of particular impor—
tance; hence it. involves the ~spe,cialization o$:t;he arbi–
trary function g(z.). to..the extent where the image curve
has a finite curvature in, the zero “point. .ll~.thi.s end
the image curve in the .vi~inity .of,the zero Point. is “;
visualized as being replaced by its curvature radius and
the next question is to find the additional Condi.tib?.
which the function g(z) must meet in order that the
—. —
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imagecu~tie of the axis of the: negative real ‘z
a circular arc.
It is readily seen that in this
have the form
f(z) = 1’
h(x) + imc
case f(z)
becomes
mus t
(8)
for negative real z, where h(x) is any real-.walue
function of x. In point of fact
1
X+iY=———————
h(x) + inc
decomposes into
h(x) X -ITcy = 1
‘1
TTCX + h(x) Y = O
J
which form the parameter representation of a circle:
TTC(X2+ Y?)+ Y= o
1
with the center Z = - — i and the radius:
2nc
P
1
= ——
21TC
(9a)
(9)
(10)
In order that f(z) may show the behavior postulated
in (8), it is necessary with regard to (4) for
have a constant imaginary part for negative rea~(~~ , ‘0
owing to which the zero point evinces a logarithmic ‘
singularity of the function g(z) and whence follows the
representation
g(z) = c.in z + ~(z) (11)
where ~{z) is the expansion in power of a regular
function in z = 0; the coefficients of wh’ich must be
real in order that the reo_uired. behavior on the axis
of the real z is not disturbed.
Hence the general representation of the conformal
N.ACA Techn.ic.al,k’em.orandur:lKo ..996 5
@?a- function-in- the-vicinity of-the tra-nsition point for the;.,
1 ““”case of straight line changing. to a circular arc reads :
.—--
‘ “1 1
,,{
f (z) =-”,...’ . . (12)
~i” :+ ’c,lnz+ g(z)”’: ‘“, .
..- 1 ~~‘ . —’
II ,, .
\ In this manner the local character of the conformal func-
) tion in the vicinity of the critical area is established
for the most general, case of a finite curvature jump.
The effect of the curvature jump
2Trc
is readily apparent. The form of the function repre.sen”t--
ed by ~(z), which is regular at z = O and of no.sig-
nificance for the local behavior of f(z), largely de-
fines the further. aspect of the boundary curve. .. ‘
3. Examples
a) Circula”r Arc ‘Trian,gle with a Straight Angle
.
,,..
The first example consists of a family of circular
arc triangles having one straight angle and the sides of
“which all pass through one p“oint (fig. 3). If this common
intersection point which at the same time is the point
of variable curvature c“hange, is transferred by linear
transformation to an infinitely remote point, the circu-
lar arc triangle is transformed in a trfiangle with
straight sides, two of”which are parallel (fig.4).
.
According to the Schwarz-Christoffel formula the ‘“
function
‘*‘J (%i2~-’:z* (13)
. . . . . . ,,,. . . .
c.onfurmal-ly transforms the lower. z* half ‘plane onto “
the part of the Z* plane situated ‘to,the.’le’f.t:of the
contdur. The .inf.ir.iitelyremote poirit.s..:of.b:oth:plane’s
match and by suitable choice of integkat{ion constants ,
it is insured that point: Z* = O corrbs:ponds “to point
Z*=l On transition .to the planes of the. reciprocal”
variab;es
-.
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: .’””...
z .&, z=l
Z* “V (14)
“.
the critical point falls in the zero point of the Z
plane and is the reflection of the zero point of the
z ,plane , while point z = 1 give’s a corner point situ-
ated at Z = CO. Thus “the function ,
z =f(z) =– 1
..
1(1 – z)~–’:.
(15)
aff’ords a transformation which permits the piece of a
circular arc corresponding to the semiaxis of the positive
real z “ and the seu!iaxis of the positive real Z to cor–
respond to the interval o < z <1, which touches the
circular arc in the neutral point (fig. 5). While the
integral cannot %e evaluated, as a rule, with elementary
functions , the expansion of the integrand in the vicinity
of z= () affords
.. .
1 .l-(A;l) Z+(A;1)Z2 -+*..
——- = - r—-.—-—. -dzf(z) z2
“J
l+(A-l)lnz-~(z )= .— (16)
z
where the gener’al behavior ascertained in (12) .is con-
firiued.
A comparison of” (1.2.)and (10) with (1.6) reveals that
the image circle of the axis of the negative real z has
the radius* . .
.. ... 1
P “’---- (17)
.21T(A-:;
~——.———.— ________
—-——— ——_—___ -———
*The transformation of this prcfile had been investigated
back in 1911 by A. Sonnefeld - llFIQws about Comp’ounq
Cylindrical Shells,ll Thesis, Jena 1911. Purpos~ of the
work was the calculation of the forces on a bent plate
with round head; hence it contains no detailed study of
the effect of the curvature jump.
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,:~.side.from:.the,trivial -case A = 1,. whit-h-aff-ords1...,...,&
the same transformation, are mentioned the specific cases
(figs. 6 and 7)*
and
A 2, —1--=”~+ lni= (19)
f(z) z
The structure of (15) has’’plainly indicated on what
basis the simple formula is evolved for the dependence
of the reciprocal variables 1/z and l/z, that is,
circular arc and straight line meeting” in the Z plane
become in the Z*(= 1/2) glane parallel straight pieces ,
the distance of which is equal to half the curvature
jump at Z = O. (On trailsformation of Z* = l/z the
circle (9) becomes the straight line Y* =’TTc”.)
.. .
be Circular Arc Triangle with Two Straight Angles
As further illustration of the general. formula (12)
we brief.l,yan.aly,z.e..th.etra,nsf,orrnati.~g..o$,,$..he..half plane
on a circular-arc triangle with two extended angles (ref-
erence 1). According to the general:t-heory, the con-
forual function is the quotient of two linear unrelated
solutions of the hypergeometric differential equation
(1 -
z(l- 8)(3-6)z) u“(z) + —
-.4 ; u(z) = o
formed with
a=
3 -6
. ——-— P 1-6 ~ = o—--- ,
2’=2
(21)
(20)
——--—-——-_-—____ _-__--—--------_-— ----— --—------+--- .
*’The conformal functions of the circular-,arc triaq,gle
with the angles ,-blm = IT, 62n = AIT, &3n.=.(2 - A)m are
,.
equally obtainable without the Schwarz-~Christoffe 1.formula
as ~u’otient of two solutions of the h“ypergeometric differ-
ential equation formed with a = -1, S = 1 - h, ‘Y =’ O:
z(l- 2“).u:’,+ (A - 1) z :U1.-, (.A- 1) u =. ~.. ,,The,one
,..
solution” i“~”-ul = z“, the other follows ‘f”’rom Ull U2 -
U2’U1 = (1 - z)~-le
,.
—..
— —
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where cm is the third angle of the triangle. .~The solu–
: tions of this differential equat,i.on can ‘oe achieved in
the form of certain integrals which are to be extended
along continuous paths in the z plane. Suffice it to
prove tile characteristic behavior on one of the two
llsmooth’l corners..: Jn the vicinity of z = O, the follow–
ing linear unrelated solutions (reference 2) are ‘- -afforded:
r
L( 1 -87-62~ . .—- ) [U2=Z 1 ,9 2-— ; ; .?2 .2
[
(
-8 ~_&+ ~ - A_.., —.—— ;
2 2
2;z)lnz] j
where 1? denotes the hypergeofil.etricseries. and
certain’ p”bwer.seri es which st~.r,ti”with term ,
..*.
-LJ--. - and then progresses in positive powers of
up z
quotient of these two solutions
u~’ i
f (z) = -– = ---—–-–—- –
u~ F11–63–&
,(
-- - —.
—--; 2; z
)
+lnz
1? 2 .’ 2
F“
.1
z.
,
(22 )
.,
a
The
(23)
shows the generally established behavior.
II. IiEIATIONSHIP “3”tiT?kEZN‘CONl?OR1fiL FUNCTION,
C~JRVATURE OF STREQNLINX , AKD SPEED
1. Decomposition “of ~ccelerzit ion Vector
ofIn order to procure a basis for the &iscu”ssion
the flow velocity in.relation to the streamline curvature,
we first define the acceleration vector of a potential
flow. ~~
;
The flow in the z plane is given”by the complex
potential .’
.!.,.
$ “’”’’’’”“ ‘ “ II . . . . 1..!-—-- I . ml .!.! .,,, ,, ,,,,,,--,.,,, I B I n I nm.- I.m-— u-ma mm,mm, . I -. n I
lJ
.!
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from which, by differ en%iati.on, ‘“’””the yelocity vector re+
fleeted on the rea’1...axis ;.::
.
,...,
dw d~.’
=u-iv=—
z; dt
(25)
,.
of absolute amourit;’”foilows at .,:
w = IW’(z)l =@~”-- (26)
... .
.,. .
With the components of the “velocity vector*
.,, .
ix \
E = U(x,y) = Cpx
1’
r (27)
“dy
ZT
= V(x;y) = Cf
Y
and the components of the acceleration vector
d2x u u ‘!
— =
~+vvx
,dt~
1,
1“
., (28)
d2y.
—-- = Uv
x
—Vux
dt2
we form th’e curvature of the streamline:
k=
dx d2y dy d2x
— -z
dt dt2 - iz ~Z (U2 - V2)VX -2 u v Ux
.—-——
———- —.. ——
:hi~?-~-%~’~ “-’”’’’ ”-- ‘2’)
... .
and the time rate of change of the absolute speed
-.--.-—-— ------------ -e-=---n_=___+___ ____________
~. ! . . . . . .
“*With consideration to “(26) “the functions U and (-v)
satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann differential equations.
I — .
—10 NA CA. T eQ.hn$.c*3>:;.Me.rn?ra:n.d.u.rnNo. 996
-.:.. . .
.,. .’ ., ..!
dX dax+ dy d2y -
.. —.- -- —-
2 (u? _ V2)UX +. ~ ‘~ ~ ~x. !’
.--—-——~ .y;’Tg:= -----u
------ ~~~ (30)
.—. —— __-—— -
.,.-J
Equations (29) and (30) may be combined into one complex
equat ion:
2~;’2’(~),-~l!(~) _.dw
.—— —-. —-— — — - ikw (31)
Iulf(z.)i dt ..
and represent the decomposition of the acceleration vec-
tor tangentially and normally to tne streamline.
2. ,Transfer to the Image Plane
In the presentation of the plane of flow by an
analytic func,tion
. . .
z= f(z) (1)
the complex potential must be transformed and from the
;transformed potential
,,
-,Q(z) =~(zj (32)
follows, after differentiation, the complex velocity
,,’ .,
Q’(z) = d~_-l—._ ~f (z) = --
f!(z) ;;dT .,
.,, ,
(33)
.. . . . ... . .. ..- . . .
where T indi.c~ies”’‘the f i’rneme-a.sured xn the reflected
plane. This formula makes it plain that the, tia”nsforma-
tion of the flow on the image plan.e-.must also include a
time transformation, for a comparison of (25) and (33)
gives
.,.
..’
d~ 1 dz
. . -- .= --_ A- -A .,. .,
dT f!(z) dt
,,, .’
.,
and, in.addiction; . . .,
(34)
(35)
-1
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,, .
,
s> --- . . . -
Wi.t.h...consideration .-to.th.is-.new-t-ime T---t-heabsolut e“
velocity W in the image plane and the curvature K of
,j the’ streamline are associated, through the relation ,cor-
, responding to the representation (31): !.
~.;
,.. fjt~(z)qlt(z) g
— -,i KW2. ,
.1iv (.Z)..’I = dT
:,.’, ,.
(36)
Assuming in the ,.z plane a parallel flow past ‘the x
axis w..ith’constant velocity 1, we post
d~
. [u(z) = Woz, W?(Z) = ~. = .-F (37)
that is,
Wot = x (37a)
The result in the image plane then is,. according to (33) :
. .. .
Wo W.
‘Q,!(z)= ,,.———_
,., Ify; = w =“ ----—- - (38)
f!(z) If’(z)’l
so ‘that’’(36) is transformed into
“w.2 f“(z)’ “’””dW
-——. ________ .= -- _i;{ K2
ifl(z)13fl(%) “dT (39)
..
or, with respect to
,, dti d% 1 dw ‘O
-- -— ______
@T=.:~ lf)(z)la=,%~ lf~(z)l~ , (40) ~,.
.,. ,. ,.,
into ,. . .,
fll (z) ““ ““ ‘:1 dw.
--—-. —.— ___ = -- -- - iK (41)
If’(z) tf’(z) i?. dx
and, with the insertion of the arc length,
CT = f lf,’(z)ly=~onst ‘x
.!, (42)
.. . .‘,
,.. .
of the streamline into which the’ streamline y = const
is transformed, we find:
,., ,,,
12 3TA’CATechnic a’1’‘kerno”r”an$~”~N .;”996
.’ .’,-: ;. ..’ . . . . .. .
r .,. ,,.,,. ““l’1 f“(z) ; . 1. dlv—-—- .---4 I = ‘“!,1,?“( 2)~y,_’const~~ ~ - i’~ (43)[f’(z)] f’(z) ~’=’con~~ -’
I
.,,
This formu~a’ itself suggests that on an area where
the curvature of the streamline changes variably, the
derivation of the velocity with respect to the arc length
becomes infinite, for, real and imaginary parts of an
analytic function usually become ”concurrently singular.
3. Discussion of the Speed Vic inal to the Critical Point
a) Measure for the Curvature tTuap
In order to optain a practical approximate represeil-
tat ion of the” sp~ed in proximity of the critical point,
it is expedient to pass from the case “circular arc -
straight line” to the generalized case IIcircular arc -
circular arc, 11for, in the first case, it is difficult to
introduce the concept of Ilquantity of curvature jumPO II
But it is always possible to quote a similarity transfor-
mation which allocates any desired value to the curvature
jump. lTaturally , this also holds true in the case where
two circular arcs of finite radii pl, p~t meet in t’ne
zero point , but then the nondimensional quantity
,.,
( 44)
affords a suitable indication for the curvature jump.
Particularly, A <’.1 characterizes the case where the
curvatures of the circles differ very little from each
other. quantity A is none other than the curvature
jump K1-KS==,;--L measured at the length of the
1 P2
circle radius PI*
The linear function
~
Z* = P“ z “1————_Q____ = _______ (4.5)
2 pa + iZ
;+ ~–2p2
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transforms.. the co-ntour~o?” figu~e 8a’ into that of” figure
8b, without distortion in the vicin}t,y.of
,..,,.
and gives the radii*
The confor’mal function (12) , wherein
the form after transformation (45):
.
the zero point,
(46)
1
c = -—-, takes
211p
.’
Z* = 1-- —--— ------— —..—-.--——-..——
2A/- (Y_:*., l_,, in211 pl pa ) : + E(z) + ~2;;G
(47)
where E is the length .unit in the z plane. With p 1
chosen as this unit and
. .
z’ Z*
=’ ZI’”,”‘--” =-Z1 ‘“6-; PI ‘ (48)
as a new variable in the original and in the reflected
plane, the nondimensional representation
z~ = f~(z~) =
1’”””
—--- ——-----— ------ -------- —-- (49)
1
-~ in z; + l-h;--21 + 21-r ----- i + ~l(zl)
is used in the subsequent discu”ssi”o’n,with special emphasis
on the case where the parameter A, which measures the
curvature jump and usually is situat ed in the “i”nterval
o< A<l.i iS small with respect ,t:o.1. -“‘“, “““’ ‘
----------------------------------------------------------
*T-his is apparent. when the p .Gircle of the .2 plane is
taken as “the image of the “real axis of a Zt plane:
q = ---~-Q-–-l and. transform.at ion (45) applied to. it :
,.. Zp” +: i’.’zt . !.
.,
2P pa _.___3!-----E* = ---- -
,.. .‘,’:’ P.+ P2:2A@”
- -<-- +,iz f’,”.”
. p ~ p;
2pp~
Hence: 2p1. ——_
P+P2
I[.-
b, Approximat e,,R~pre$en%at i,oD;of..th.eSpeed
. . .. .. .. .... ...
,.,, . ...,, . .
Posting (49) in the form ~,,.+:,. ~
1
fl(zl) ,=.... (49a)
[~”” “
+ ~l(zl)....Zi.
with , .. .. ,.
. . .. “’.. ,.
followed by forming
..
1
~ fir~zl) =; - z12i@;y-’
[i”+ zlgl(zl)]z’
(49b)
(50)
gives the logarithmic derivative
flll(z~) 2 Zlglv -1-zlzglt~ , gl + z~g~f
= +2 (51)
y(zl) 1 -Z*Q 1 + Zlgl1
With the interrelations
the approximate representation in”the vicini~y of the
critical point follows at .,,
..
..:;
“.f!ilf(zl) .
= 2g1(z1) + 4 zlgl~(zl) + z~2g~’l(zl) (52)
fl.f(zl)
If “
,21 is a point of the real axis (Z1 = xl), then
fl’’(xJ\w-- –2 g (gl(xL)) +“4:i@( g1i(xl))+x12g( gl’’(xl))
\ f;(xl))-
. . (52a)
..
...
which, confined to the constant term of the ensuing ex-
pansion. gives, together with (49b)
‘mJ
>—4
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(!53)
For the imaginary part, it affords with (49b) :
flfl(xl) ,.
( )
“{
1 for”-xl < 0
g-
= 2 z(gl(x~}”) - (52b)
fl’(xl) 1 -A for xl>O
With regard to
the arc length in the vicinity of the critical point is,
according to (42):
G-=X= P~xl (55)
and hence, according to (43):
(55a)
‘= ’(-)
{
1
-—
P1
(xl< o)
= pl
(
flll(xl)
y~ )fl, (xz) = (55b)
:( A-l)=”; (X,1>7)
The negative signs of the curvatures are due to the fact
that the region in which the flow is explored is the outside
region of the cticles.
From (55a) the integration for the speed in the vi-
cinity of the critical point affords the approximate rep-
resentation
w A(T
=+———
~= 1 + 2 a. pl 2n p~ ( 1 + 2 in ‘~PI 1) (56)
,.
I .—
.:~16 .:. . :,N~CA Technical. “Memorandum No. 996
. c. ..Dis,cuss ion ~~
.,, .
The representation
,.
..’. .. ,’.
dW/\io A
=2ao+~
(.
3+ 2 in’~
d@p X” ,, ~)
,. IP1’,
(55a)
first enables a precise statement in the critical point.
It discloses that the flow velocity in the critical point
(0 = o) where the curvature undergoes a finite jump has
,a vertical tangent.. Owing’ to the ,s’ymmetrical behavior of
the derivation for positive and negative o- this point
,is an inflection point (no Peak).
. .
As approximate formulas (55a) and (56) are to be
construed as follows: On the contour of a given profile,
that is, for every specified function gl of the form
(49b) an interval can be marked off about the critica,l
point wherein (55a,) and (56) are applicable. They apply
in this range within :he scope of accuracy in which
zlgl(z~) and z12gl”f(zl) may be disregard@ with res-
pect to 1, that is,’ within the scope of accuracy within
which fl!(zl) may be’’put equal to 1, according to (50).
It is apparent that the range of validity is likewise de-
fined by the reg.ula.rftinction ~>(z~) additive in (49b) and
and this, in turn, depends largely upon the further aspect
of the profile. Hence, no generally valid predictions as
to the range of validity of these represen:t~t’.io.n.scan be
made without knowledge of the further aspect.” ;Even the
c~nstant term a. of the mower expansion PI(Z) in (49)
exerts ‘a profound effe~t, “Under these cond~tions no pre-
dictions independent of the length.”seal.e (chosen previous-
ly equivalent to radius pi), for, any other choice of
length .un’it.. (El”’ in’~tead of E) modifies in respect to
in ~ = in .2 - in M the constant term a. of the com,-Li:. E, .E : ,
elementary expansion, This fact is not surprising from:
the mathematical point of view, fcr it i’s’quite natural
that on the basis of the given curvature jump alone, that
is, on” the “ba’sinsof S ‘statemkrit c’on;ce,rnin’~”the unsteady
behavior” of the conf’ormal funct”iou” at one particular
point, any binding conclusions concern only the” conditions
at that particular point. The precise concl~sion here
is the fact that the development of the velocity in the vi-
cinity of the critical point contains the characteristic
logarithmic term (cf. (56)), wherefrom follows particularly
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the existence of ‘the: vertical turain~.:t“ang’e.rit. More and
farther r.eaching:gen’erally valid ‘pze;d’icti’ens:are mat”he-
matieall:y impossible .. ‘ ~ :. : :“”.. ~ ..
. ,.,.. .. . ..,., .... . .....
.,
.,. .+ ...’.”, ,....
.“ In spite of this fundamental reservation: regarding
the scope of the approximate representations (55a) ~ (56)
it is interesting to follow the course of the approxima-
tion c’urve. Inthe case::”h = 0; which corresponds to
‘.th.e.constant curvature:. ch~nge at ~ =. Oi the.”approxiinate
,,.curve is”.rectilinear with.the pitch”’ ‘ : “’ ; :
,: ... . . . ....... .. . .,
,. ,, ...
.,,
“ =(d-l);’o’”’ i:’’’:””’:”(?v)?v)
“m’ +,,4.a.
.,,
,,
.’ =’ ,,
so that’ (56) can be”written “~ri,the form, :.
,.”
ii
,—=
W. ‘+(*)A O”:“’” ~=
+L(l_!2 )( .,.2Tt ‘\ “ “~ i“~&1+21n I-pl!)pl (66a)P2
........ . . : ,,
If, on the other hand,”:a.’finite’”curvature jump prevails ,
it evinces a. typical ant asymmetric: discontinuity with a
vertical tqngent in t~e or.i~$ca~ p~int (fig,. 9),; ::The :
place on the edge where the ordinate of the approximate
curve sho~rs..the great e~.tdivergence from ”.the.’straig~t
,.
..:.
- dW@o .: ~’~.a,line is that where. _ =. that’ is, accoriiing
.
‘do-/pi,: . 0’, .. ,.
to (55a) at
.,, .
.’.
‘-3/2’””: “ ‘“ “:”’” ‘ : ‘“ “;
o*=&e. .,Pl7 ~0*233 pi’”’ .,(58)
.,
.. ,”..’.. :.:,_..”, :’, . ...
II’orthe approximate curve ‘A= 1
L J
-u ~ 1“’, the amount
:. .,. ;..:.. ... :“”
“P2’ “. “
of the deviation is pr~port ional to t,he curvature jump
and, ,,rneasured at}r~ght aqg~es t~: the. straight. ,line, amounts
to ,., .,
,,
. .. . . .-
,.
.. .. .
~w “.l”- ‘ /p”..:G* ’.’” ‘“’‘ -1 - ~l; p ‘
,.— = PI 2 a
‘,.”. , .:,
“o XT7z ‘“’*’’’75”- “’““ “’(5’)
-,.:, . . .. . . . . . . .,,,. . . . .. . . . .. .:, .. ..
“The ‘l~ngthk’ are. re$.~?$~d.:$o :Pi i and. it .,isassurned”t’hat
the ratio of the curvature radii is small with respect to 1.
. .
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So’, while the bulging of the approximate curve is small
for small curvature jumps, it is of compa.fiatively wide
extent. The maximum departure from the straight line is,
according to (58), about one-fourth curvature radius from
the transition point. The bent curve gradually adjusts
itself to the normal.
It is again emphasized that no general prediction
of the ,extent to which the actual velocity curve follows
this approximate curve is fundamentally” possible, because
of its dependence upon the further aspect of the profile,
as exemplified in our equations by the regular function
in the critical point (49), the coefficients of which
must be defined from one” case to the next, To illustrate:
With the profile shown in figure 7, apply the the
conformal function, first in the form
7 1
-“1 =
~
~ + c in (c z)
(1)
then in the form
1
Za = (11)
1
~+ c in z .
In (I) the lengths are referred to $ in the other-,
.,
(II), to 1. This affords a supplementary additive ‘con-
stant clnc in the denominator. In both cases the
critiaal point is situated in the neutral point and the
image circle of the axis of the positive real z has the
1
radius p = —. The two differ only in their lerigth of
21”1c
trailing edge, since the reflection of the branching
point z = ~ gives first: Z1 ()
()
~ = ~; then: 22 ~ =
c? c , c
1 In the first transformation the ratio ‘of
‘c(1 - in c)”
1radius to length of trailing edge is constant = —; in
‘the other i“t’‘“changes with c- ‘and amounts to *(T. in c)*
.
~ihen c-o it gro~~s beyond, bounds, although both trans-
“forhati’ons then become, identical, On dete’rminat’ioq” of ‘the
. ,. .,
. . .
11’ ‘-
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velocity it -affords a maximum only to the rightof the
critical area, but not to the left, in the first case
where the ratio of radius to trailing edge is equal to
‘1
5“ In the second case, however, there is a,maximum to
the right and to the left of the critical point for small
c, as is seen when the exact value of the velocity is
expanded in powers of c and stopped with the linear
term, which is permissible for suitably small C. The
real course of the velocity curve in case (II) is plot-
ted for C = 0,25 and c = 0.1 in figure 10. Each of
the two curves comes from .tco(for x= -m) and has an
inflection point for x < 0s If C = O.1~ the curve is
found to follow largely the course of the approximate
curve, obtained from smail c in the form W/w =
l+c0(l+21n a). It can be obtained from (56a) by
1posting pz = m, pl = “—~ and m = -~ c in 2 cn, It
211c
is to be noted (fig. i’) that in this example it is use-
less to make the curvature ,jump equal zero and to speak
of the velocity curve of nomal variation. This example
makes it plain that without knowledge of the further
course of the profile no valid cor.elusions can be made of
the extent to which the approximate curve (fig. 9) ap-
proahces the true velocity curve.
Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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